as light gleams whenever truth is touched and love rose worthy of noble
selfhood or life rose higher because of death,
Or where living faith justified defeat.
Sincerely sought, well-loved, may be seen that principle—is it the very
quality of life itself vaguely felt by the boy as left out in that early lesson
preached by familiar feet in the'snow up the slope of the valley field?
The order of Change is limitless and profound.
As a natural order I have sought the Nature of this order. I have been
trying to see it as Principle. I have long seen it as Reality* Perhaps as
Heraclitus said—the only reality we may see.
In so far as changes come by law of natural growth, wo need not fear
change. Though we may fail to see it, change is beneficent. So no menace.
Inevitable and good friend, organic change is not more chance. To any
natural order or a true culture founded upon reality change would be
friendly. Age then becomes a desirable qualification. Where ago is not so,
then what civilization have we?
Our life here on earth should be blessed not antagonized by this true
attribute of all natural growth . . . death—but a change—in itself only a
crisis of growth,
I have encountered many violent breaks in my field of work, studying
as normal this element not in the reckoning, I am reconciled now to
respect. Armed also, but not to establish. Armed to foresee and forefend
the flow that is human life wherever I can see it or feel it to flow true.
Romance to me is become Reality in this fateful, flowing sense.
And I have been seeking ideal life as I have been seeking ideal building,
just as at the beginning of An Autobiography I sought naked weed rising
above blue arabesque, sunshot on spotless white.
Thus my life has been, as it must be, a changing test of Principle* Eternal
Now leading Life-adventure is this keen new romance of Time, Place
and Man I have called modern, flowing on together, going out from
my hand into the making of a changing world: a world so instituted—
if institution still must be—as to be capable of change without the
constitutional disorder we so dread now, or any fear of fated disaster*
Freedom is the title of this book, four, but there is this to acknowledge:
there is no such thing in itself. Freedom has not been attained on earth
by mortals, least of all by the one who professed to have discovered it, the
Buddha himself.
Escape is not freedom.
The only freedom we have a right to ask is the freedom to seek—to be
—to believe—and to love the beautiful as our souls conceive it, perceive it
or as we can feel it.
That Freedom is the only freedom for men.
f it is freedom enough. It is Our Country.
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